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Some administrations, of course, don't want their campuses
turned into armed camps. But they often find the garrison philosophy being imposed from the outside.
Thus, San Francisco State College President, John Summerskill, was attacked by Governor Ronald Reagan, legislators, and
college trustees for not calling in the police during a disruptive
campus demonstration. And California is now considering creation of a state-wide campus police, under the command of Governor Reagan, not campus administrators.
And there is LBJ's "Great Drug War." Supposedly part of
a new effort against "crime" his proposed legislation is aimed
not at organized underworld drug profiteers but at the people
who use drugs, mainly students.
Under the new law a student who loans a pep pill to a friend
during finals is a federal criminal. The new legislation would
make pot busts, like the mass police raid at Stony Brook, N.Y.,
an almost common occurance. It will also probably mean even
closer to becoming armed garrisons.
more campus infiltration by narcotics agents.
Just as many blacks have called Johnson's "crime message"
Understandably, black students face the greatest danger,
this year's civil rights bill, so might students call it this year's
since they are simultaneously members of two oppressed groups.
Thus we have several hundred police attacking the campus of
education message.
Texas Southern University. And we have police shooting down
The causes of this situation should be obvious. Students
unarmed students at South Carolina State in Orangeburg.
have turned to disruptive protests because they are fed up with
Many black leaders have said that such violence will be
their schools' complicity, with what President Eisenhower called
confined to black schools, that black students will continue to
the military-industrial complex.
be shot down but white stuThat complex promulgates
dents won't. They may be right.
war and killing for profit, and
But there are some dangerous"
students rightly argue that
signs on white campuses; they
universities ought to have nohave already seen police viothing to do with it. Instead of
lence and they could see some
providing the complex with
killing.
services such as research and
Last fall, in the face of doza place to recruit manpower,
ens of disruptive demonstrauniversities ought to be fighttions against campus recruiting
ing it, students have argued.
by the military and Dow
But not many university adChemical Company, administra- Second-Class Postage Paid
ministrations
and certainly
12,
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tions at the University of Wis- At Boston, Massachusetts
not the military-industrial comconsin, Brooklyn College, and
can afford that
plex itself
several other colleges called in
kind of dissent. At first, they
outside police to "deal" with
answered with empty words
the demonstrations. Students
about freedom, the freedom
were tear gassed, beaten, and
that the military-industrial combullied.
plex is destroying in America
Now more campuses are
and around the world.
arming. Campus police at the
ByRICKSMALL
Now they are beginning to
University of Utah and ColoraAssociate Editor
answer
with force just as they
do State are now armed with
On March 5, the Student Senate of the College of Arts and Sciences formally submitted
the Negro's dehave
answered
It
chemical,
mace.
has
actuala
its request for student voice and vote on the educational policy Committee. The EPC has not
mand
for
more
than paper
ly been used on students at yet ruled on the issue
the decision will be made at a special meeting to be held March 19.
rights with force.
State.
Colorado
The Senate's presentation included a forty-page brief on
the issue. The brief, drawn up
by a subcommittee of the Senate, outlined the" benefits of
the proposal, the unfilled needs
inherent in the present situaThe university-sponsored "Alternative" program on intertion, and the overriding fact
racial justice will expand its nationwide speaking schedule, due that as members of the acaOn Mar. 1 the National Advisory Committee on Civil Disto a sizable financial assist from the John Hancock Mutual Life demic community, the stuInsurance Company.
dents should have a say in the orders released its final report on last summer's racial riots.
The report labeled white racism as the primary cause of the
"Alternative," under the di- dressing six high schools in most vital area of their educariots and condemned the excessive use of violence by white
rection of Dr. John-H. Lawton Los Angeles, schools selected tional experience.
consists of two teams of BC by that city's school board as
Three students present at authorities to combat these disorders. The report eMcited much
students, speaking mainly to harboring high racial tension. the meeting were approached response from white and Negro leaders.
especially favorable in general,
Their schedule will also in- by The Heights for comment.
high school and college audiRaymond Mungo of Liberaences in areas »of high racial clude several white suburban Kevin O'Kane, Senior repre- tion News Service called the was more subdued than Mungo's criticism.
high schools in the wealthy sentative on the A&S Senate, report "ironic and self-contension throughout the counsuburbs, including Hollywood said, "The members of the tradictory, simultaneously
try.
Hillard Pouncy (A&S '70)
Committee were
generally blaming white racism, federal thought that the committee's
One team, headed by Joseph Making up this team are MichRyan, A&S '68, will speak be- ael Rahil, A&S '68, Michael courteous and receptive. While inaction, press distortions, and report was "valid" because "it
fore public high schools in San Barton, A&S '69, and Kenneth they appeared divided on the police violence for the rebeltalked about the problem realquestion of allowing voting lions, and leaving the solution istically. It
Francisco and Oakland, Calif, Phalan, A&S '68.
admitted that the
On March 18 and 19, both student representatives they of the problem in the hands of
during the Easter vacation. The
to the riots has
armed
reaction
other members of the team are teams will speak in Middle were very much in favor of whites, the federal governonly proved that the white
experi'68,
Western cities which
improving faculty-student diaMike Mastronardi, A&S
ment, the press, and the pomajority has the country sewn
James Stanton, A&S '68 and enced riots last summer. The log."
lice."
up and are not going to give
Ryan team will bring "AlternaGeorge O'Toole, president of
James Scannell, AS '69.
up without a fight."
Ironically, reaction of several it
The other "Alternative" team tive" to four high schools and the A&S Class of 1969 stated,
(Continued on Page 8)
not
though
college
Negroes
BC,
in Detroit.
at
will, at this same time, be adone
"The committee members were
receptive to what we had to
say, but it seemed to me that
the conversation centered too
much on the procedural difficulties of student representation, rather than on the prin-

Washington (CPS)
American students have long been
second only to American Negroes as an oppressed class in this
country. Many writers have recently focused on that oppression
?Nat Hentoff with "Youth: the Oppressed Majority" in Playboy
and the Los Angeles Free Press with its widely quoted "Students are Niggers" article.
For years students were denied basic rights available to
most other citizens, as were Negroes. Lately, colleges have been
granting students more of their rights, such as authority over
rules of conduct and sometimes even a voice in making educational policies
just as a rapid succession of civil rights laws
have given Negroes many paper rights.
But Negroes have always been faced with a different kind
of oppression: police with cattle prods, tear gas, dogs, and guns.
American students have seldom had to face that
until this
year. Now, at the same time as U.S. cities are arming to maintain "law and order" this summer, many campuses are moving
?
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Led by chairman Dick Armstrong the members of the A&S Student
Senate convene to discuss representation on the Educational Policy
Committee.

ciple of having students participate in the making of educational policy."
Richard Armstrong, Chairman of the A&S Senate also
gave his impressions. "As discussion progressed, argument
seemed to center around two
(Continued

on Page
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From now until the end of the
year there will be an opportunity
for all students to receive draft
counseling on the BC campus. The
Catholic Peace Fellowship and the
SDS will have traineddraft counselors in the Office of Student
Activities, McElroy 141, from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Students may receive counseling on all aspects of the draft, from
various deferments to conscientious objection and resistance activity.

TRurtle ace

the essential beauty and sanctity
of sex as an ultimate expression
of love."

the Modern Language Department.
The meeting will take place on
Tuesday March 12 at 4:15 p.m. in
McElroy 114. New members will
be welcome.

Boston College has been invited
to an intercollegiate Turtle race
at American University. The race
PeacFast
is for the benefit of the Muscular
There will be a peace fast this Distrophy Fund. More information
Policy
week from Wednesday to Friday. is available through the office of
Student Activities, McElroy 141.
A university-wide forum will
During that time those particiAll female turtles will be subpating will abstain from all solid
be sponsored by the Sophomore
ject to sex tests.
food with the exception of a comClass of the College of Arts and
munal meal of rice and tea, at
Sciences, on Thursday, March 14.
LeFCrcle rancais
5 o'clock each evening at Middle
The subject of the forum will be
Le Cercle Francais presents
"The Student and Educational
Earth in O'Connell Annex. Those
Policy." All administrators, fainterested in taking part may see a discussion of Flaubert's La LeJan Geist in the Sodality Office gende dc Saint Julien l'Hospitalier
culty members and students are

Richard F. Hettlinger, author of
the famous book, Living with Sex:
The Students' Dilemma, willspeak
at Assumption College at 8:15
p.m., Tuesday, Mar. 12, in the
college gymnasium, Worcester,

Educational

Mass.

Mr. Hettinger, chairman of the
Department of Religion at Kenyon
College, Cambier, Ohio, will lecture on the subject of his book.
"He (will) shed the veil of bigotry
and prudery from the whole subject and (expose) for all to see

117 McElroy.

with Professor Norman Araujo of

invited to attend.
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"THE HOTTEST MALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR"

Classified Ads

«IN

CALL 527-7902

self-addressed

PART TIME BABY SITTER
3 mornings a week.

CALL 254-3726
""

SUMMER

JOBS

:

.

Over 30,000 actual job openings listed
by employers in the 1968 Summer
Employment Guide. Gives salary, job
description, number of openings, dates
of employment, and name of person
to write. Resorts, dude ranches, summer theatres. United Nations, national
parks, etc. Also career oriented jobs:
banking, publishing, engineering, data
processing,
electronics. accounting,
many more. Covers all 48 states. Price
only $3, money back if not satisfied.
Our fifth year!
University Publications?Rm. H 634

Box 20133, Denver, Colo. 80030
Please rush my copy of the 1968 Summer Employment Guide. Payment of $3
is enclosed
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"Pow-Wows"
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636 Pennsylvania Aye., S. E.
Washington, D. C. 20003
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Rawhide
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Address__

Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We'll blow it
up to 2' X3' (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each
additional from same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices,
group rates and special projects. Original photo returned.
Add 25c for handling.

FRIDAY. MARCH 15. 8:30 PM.
Tickets on ss'x at box office?Mall orders now accepted. Make checks
payable to SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON, MASS. Also enclose si imped

WANTED

Own transportation.

5.50.

Allston, Mass. 02134

...
BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE

|

CONCERT AT SYMPHONY HALL,

TICKETS: $6.00,

163 Harvard Avenue

4-*770

Be the first in your block, "I said" be the first in your
block to get hung up on the greatest hang up that was
ever hung up
YOU!

I
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VOTED BY DOWNBEAT MAGAZINE AS NO. 1 MALE JAZZ SINGER
VOTED Br PLAYBOY MAGAZINE AS NO. 2 MALE JAZZ SINGER

NEEDED
PART TIME BABY SITTER
WITH OWN TRANSPORTATION
Hours arranged, ref. required.
Salary $1.50 per hr. plus cost
of trans.
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admSinptsureo" c ower"
By MICHAEL HICKEY, News Staff
WVBC kicked off the first of its "In Conferences" programs last week with an open discussion on the question of student power. A four member panel, composed of students and
administrators dealth with problems ranging from recruitment policies to student-administration

?

but not an ounce of

Photo

by Henry Ellis

flesh)

relations.
Composing the student power panel were Miss Donna
Lieberman, Radcliffe College,
John Golenski (A&S '69), editor of the Heights, Rev.
George Drury, S.J., vice president for student affairs of
Boston College, and Prof.
Louis Carey, director of student activities at Boston University.

cDFaemvrplui.nsoptbuildng rogram

Each of the members expressed general favor for student power, but differences of
opinion soon arose. Fr. Drury
opened the discussion by stating that the rights and freedoms of students, as urged by
last year's AAUP statement,

can and should differ from
campus to campus. In this way,
the community itself can determine its own goals rather
than have them previously determined.
Mr. Golenski took exception to
this last point regarding goals bystating that a university should
not necessarily have goals.
Golenski then elaborated upon
a four point program for increased
student influence. Basic to this program was the need for faculty and
administration to "drop the marks
of office and recognize students
as equal human beings."' In so doing, the clumsey structure of the
university could be removed, giving way to a Kving community.

ByJIO
M 'REILLY
Rev. James Devlin, S.J., director of campus planning, detailed (before a small Middle
Earth audience last Monday night) the progress of plans for the University building program.
The renovation of Devlin versity Library becomes a renew library structure.
Hall for chemistry and geology ality, Fr. Devlin added, the
Plans are now being studied
facilities, will be restricted present Science Library space by Edward Tedesco Associates
somewhat by the recent loss will extend the chemistry area of Worcester, architects, for
of $550,000 expected under to
the entire Devlin first floor. the new dormitory complex to
the Title II and National SciCorridor
width in the 1920- be built in the parking lot
Miss Lieberman expressed sharp
ence Foundation provisions of -vintage building will be rearea of the lower campus. Fr. disapproval
with current recruitthe nationwide Higher Educaduced by two feet on each side Devlin estimated that complement policies on campuses across
tion assistance programs.
to permit vertical piping for tion of the 22-story twin towthe nation. By enabling a comWhen the planned altera- the modernized chemistry labers is three or four years pany such as Dow Chemical or
tions to Devlin begin in May, oratories on the third floor.
away.
General Motors to recruit on camthe building will lose the top
The successor to Bapst LiThe suite arrangement of
of one auditoriuma Devlin, 8. brary is still in the committee the new dorms was, he said, pus, the university seemed to conThe present D 8will be deckplanning stage. A conference endorsed by a resident poll done the Vietnam war, effort. She
ed over at the first floor level at Round Hill around Easter last spring. He also inquired opposed military recruitment on
to provide more chemistry retime will work out concepts to among his student audience campus even more strongly, callsearch space.
be presented as a brief to the about the necessity for lounAfter the envisioned Uniarchitects selected to plan the ges, kitchenettes, and other
social areas for the projected

dorms.

aCraogmunpecusislSt
representation
The Campus Council met Wednesday evening and discussed student participation on the University Senate, proposed participation
in an Associate Student Government Conference, and a BC Mardi
Gras.
It was reported that members
of the Council had met with Dr.
Mahoney concerning student participation on the University Senate. As of now, the University Senate consists of 14 administration
members; 28 faculty members; and
only two students, one undergraduate and one graduate.
According to the councilors, Dr.
Mahoney feels that any number of
students on the University Senate
would be mere tokenism. This
statement was based on a survey
of 40 colleges made by Dr. Mahoney, of which only three, including Harvard and Vale, allow
students to vote on the University
Senate.
The councilors stated that it
was impossible for one undergraduate to effectively represent
the feelings of 6,000 students.
They proposed that there should
be one undergraduate from each
school in the University to represent more effectively the students.
A proposal was made to send
delegates to the Association of
Student Governments conference
to be held at Glassboro State
Teachers college.
All colleges from New England,
New York, and New Jersey are
eligible to attend. The objectives
being to discuss student government on campuses, E.S.G., press
censorship, housing, and student
elections.
Two delegates will be sent to
this conference at Glassboro, rath-

er than to one at Fordham on
the following weekend because it

was felt that it would be better
for BC to extend discussion of

these problems beyond the realm
of those of Jesuit Universities.
The report from the Social
Commission proposed a Mardi
Gras to be held on Friday and
Saturday evening March 22 and
23 with concert to be held on Sunday afternoon, March 24.
This Mardi Gras was proposed
to provide a new type of social
event as well as to give organizations on campus a chance to
make money through game booths.
As of now, plans are tentative,
but the Social Commission will
meet Thursday to confirm details.
It is also planned to send a BC
delegation to "Turtle International" in Washington on May 11. This
is a turtle race where the turtles
compete in a 35 foot dash. Proceeds will go to the Muscular Dystrophy fund, and the national winner will appear on The Merv
Griffin Show and on The Wide
World of Sports.
Also reported by the Social
Commission were plans for the
Proms. The Freshman Prom will
be held at the Hotel Somerset
with Teddy and the Pandas. The
Sophomore Prom will be held
either at the Glen Ellen Country
Club or at the Hotel Continental
with the 9 Lords.
The Junior Prom will be held
at Dream World in Scituate with
Glenn Miller's Band. The Senior
Prom will be held at BC with
Count Basic and Lester Lanin.
It was reported that Simon and
Garfunkel will perform two fifty
minute sets at the Junior Concert
on May 4.

The

ing it"a blatant way for the university to contribute to the war
effort."
In place of the current policy,
she urged the university strive
for neutrality by forbidding "all
organizations and ROTC" to re-

cruit on campus.
The discussion at this point
moved to the topic of student
newspapers. On this matter, Fr.

and Mr. Golenski agreed
that a newspaper should not become autonomous from the university. Fr. Drury urged that there
exists a "maximum degree of freedom, but no autonomy."

Drury

Autonomy, he felt, brought on
conflicts. In a situation where the
university must bear all financial
and legal responsibility, autonomy
is unfeasible. Such a situation
would create "a very unreal situation" for the editors who would
bear no responsibility for their ac-

tions.

Dr. Carey agreed. He noted that
the BU NEWS was now independent and facing its own financial

woes.

Censorship of student publicaUons sparked unfavorable comments from Miss Lieberman and
Mr. Golenski. "The post publication board as exists here at BC,"
Mr. Golenski said, "is a sign of distrust between the administration
and students."

arrangement of the

new dorms was, he said, endorsed
by a resident poll last spring. He

also Inquired among his student
audience, about the necessity for
lounges, kitchenettes, and other
social areas for the projected
dorms.
Fr. Devlin pointed out that a
zoning variance for the high-rise
towers will be a lesser consideration, for the site is in Boston rather than in the more tightly-zoned
city of Newton.
He termed the present conditions of girls' housing as "unfortunate" and cited them as a major
impetus for the new construction.

The one in the middle Is Associate Justice of the Supreme Court the
Hon. Mr. William F. Brennan, Jr. The two sidekicks are the Hon.
Walter Y. Schaefer, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Illinois (left),
and the Hon. Joseph Weintaub, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of New
Jersey. The three justices were on campus Saturday to hear arguments
in the final round of the Law School's moot court competition.

Retraction!
Cadet Colonel Lyko of the
Boston College ROTC Brigade is not a member of the
Military Advisory Board as
was stated in an article on
page 4 of last week's
Heights.

THE HEIGHTS faces

OBLIVION!
Buy a
MIXER Ticket
HEIGHTS Mixer
Saturday, March 16

McElroy

recodtaSotuipsh$im5lfrysn; chool
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh,
S.J., announced recently that
Boston College students are

receiving slightly more than
$5 million in financial aid.
More than one third of the
student enrollment is , receiving assistance in the form of
scholarships, grants - in - aid,
loans, and employment. This
is the largest financial aid program in Boston College history.
The largest amount of aid
in the $5,009,902 program, administered by John E. Madigan and the financial aid staff,
is in the form of undergraduate scholarships totaling $1,-204,421. Other Boston College
funds, totalling $2,715,121, are
granted for graduate scholarships, graduate assistantships,

tuition reductions and remisand campus employ-

sions,

ment.

Federal funds, including National Defense Student loans and
Nursing Student loans, administered by the BC financial aid office,
total $2,293,902.
Other federal grants stemming
from the National Defense Education Act, NASA, National Science
Foundation, and the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
total $413,900. Educational Opportunity grants, given on the basis
of need, are $399,000.
The college Work Study Program assists Boston College students in a $666,645 program.
Father Walsh, commenting on
the financial aid program, stated:
"We feel strongly that the doors
of opportunity for many are opened through these programs."
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Consvtieupalfcdes owers
The eighth meeting of the
Constitutional Convention resolved the issues of a presidential veto, standing committees, presidential appointive
powers, and legislative constituencies.
The convention began resolving certain basic issues by
simple majorities at the seventh meeting, in order to arrive at a working consensus of
opinions. The Structure and
Membership Committee, chaired by Pat Dobel (A&S 70), outlined and presented to the convention the proposals concerned with the executive and legislative branches of the government.
At this last meeting the executive branch was given a
veto power that can be overridden by the legislature with
a 2/3 majority vote. The only
opposition the proposal meet
was from Hillard Pouncy
(A&S, 70) and Luke Spzakowski
(A&S, '68). Pouncy wanted the
section amended to read that
the President could only veto
actions which charged him to
act, and Spzakowski called for
a 2/3 majority override in congress. Both motions were defeated.
Four standing committees
were approved of in concept.
These include a cultural, social, executive, and finance
committee. The President was
given appointive powers subject to approval by congress.
Dobel then presented the
convention with a problem
from his committee. He pointed out that the Structure and
Membership Committee was
deadlocked over the number of
members the legislature should
contain. He pointed out that
once this bottleneck had been
passed, his committee could
continue its work.

pBuF&brCelisohg journal
The Philosophy Department
has announced that Boston College will join the Institute of
European Studies at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, as co-publisher of the
quarterly journal, Studies in
Soviet Thought. As the only
university in this country offering a program in Russian
philosophy, Boston
College
will receive articles for the
journal from the entire Western Hemisphere.
Dr. Thomas J. Blakeley, associate professor of philosophy,
served as managing editor of
the journal from its first publication in 1960 until 1964
while the University of Fribourg was still the sole publisher.
The journal's circulation
numbers 800-1000, restricted to
"tightly professional circles."
Among this select audience,
the journal is regarded as the
voice in the field of Russian
philosophy.
"Besides the factor of prestige, this is the beginning step
of collaboration between Boston College and Fribourg," Dr.
Blakeleycommented. "We hope
to extend it into other domains
such as cooperation in research projects and possibly in
student exchange programs."

The convention was asked to
consider the three alternatives the
committee was deadlocked on. All
of them were based on constituencies based on school and year.
Their main difference consisted in
the number of members to be
elected.
However, James Mulvoy (CBA,
70) disputed the means of determing constituencies, calling for election to be based on year alone.
Debate finally ended with Mulvoy
agreeing to base constituencies on
school and year.
In a private comment after the
convention, George O'Toole pointed out his personal feeling that
the convention would adopt the
alternative calling for 43 members
based on constituencies formed by
the schools, A&S, CBA, Education,
Nursing, and Philosophy (Weston)
and the years, sophomore, junior,
and senior.

resenliv
tMajoBand
When the Boston College
Band takes to the field at the
first home football game next
fall, the fans will have something new to cheer about.
The "something" will be a
group of lithe, lovely majorettes.
The decision to add several
more twirlers to the band was
reached after a three-year
study. (The study consisted of
watching the crowd reaction to
the one twirler the band now

?Photo by Henry Ellis

Boston College will sponsor a Peace, Washington, D.

C. Rev.

Church-World Conference on Apr. Robert T. Ferrick, S.J., will serve
7 in order to evaluate the Church's as master of ceremonies.
recent efforts to implement the
In addition, the program will
decrees of Vatican II in the vari- consist of ten workshops ranging
ous areas of modern life.
in scope to include secular, reAddressing the conference will ligious, and ecumenical topics.
be Frank Blair of NBC News, Among the subjects are: mass
New York, and Msgr. Marvin Bor- media, education liturgy, religiderlon, Director of the National ous groups, Christian dialogue
Secretariat for World Justice and and world peace.

has).

Tryouts for Majorettes will be
held in Campion auditorium on
Thursday, March 14. All interested students are urged to
get further information at the
Band ofice, Room 111, Roberts
Center

If you don't agree that business destroys
individuality, maybe itf s because
you're an individual.
There's certain campus talk that
claims individuality is dead in the business world. That big business is a big
brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and action.
when backed with reason and conviction's courage, will keep and nurture
individuality whatever the scene: in
the arts, the sciences, and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No
mistake
Encouraging individuality rather
than suppressing it is policy in a business like Western Electric?where we
make and provide things Bell telephone
companies need. Because communicalions are changing fast, these needs arc
great and diverse.
Being involved with a system that
helps keep people in touch, that allows
doctors to send cardiograms across
country for quick analysis, that helps
transmit news instantly, is demanding.
Demanding of individuals.
If your ambition is strong and your
abilities commensurate, you'll never be
truly happy with the status quo. You'll
seek ways to change it and?wonderful
feeling!?some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.
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THE HEIGHTS

Senior Class Meeting

SENIOR GIFT
March 21, Thursday at 10:30

Bapst Auditorium
classes suspended

all invited

_

This "patch"
atclevelano cir.

X

ROCKING chair seats

IUHiyfUB,!,
S6E-4040
AT THE INTERSECTION OF BEACON ST. AND CHESTNUT HILL AYE. ONLY 1 MIN. FROM EITHER,
RT. 9 OR COMMONWEALTH AYE. VIA CHESTNUT HILL AYE. ALSO EASILY ACCESSIBLE VIA M.B.T.A.]
FREE PARKING

Car Buffs do it!
: :::>'^^^HrjmSfc.

At
Jay Peak, Vermont
all this
and Walter too!
New 61 passenger tram triples
your skiing time
Walter Foeger's famous Natur
Teknik Ski School
Instant TV replay
Over 40 trails and slopes

*
*
** East's highest snow-making area
** Attractive ski week rates
NORTH TROY, VERMONT
WOdlD'S

MOST PROGRESSIVE SKI RESORT

PhofW: (802)98»-261I
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MM*

English feather^
For men who wantto be where the
action is. Very racy. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.

A PRODUCMJI Mt\l ( DMPANV,

INT

WRTHVMI.

\|

(H,;:

identifies
the world's best
beer drinkers!
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
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Editorials:
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at"oWrwethagbodinu his?"

Editorcal artoon

House organ or free press?
"One of the most common forms of institutional ceremony is the house organ
typically a weekly newspaper or a monthly
magazine. Usually all the contributors are
recruited from within inmate ranks, resulting in a kind of mock hierarchy, while supervision and censorship are provided by a
member of the staff who is relatively congenial to the inmates yet reliably loyal to
his fellow officials. The printed content is
such as to draw a circle around the institution and to give the accent of public reality to the world within.
Two kinds of material that appear in
the house organ may be mentioned. First
there is "local news". This includes reports
about recent institutional ceremonies, as
well as reference to "personal" events
especially occurring to high-placed or well
?

.

.

known members of the staff. This content
is of a congratulatory or condolence bearing character, presumably expressing for
the whole institution its sympathetic concern for the lives of the individual members

..

THE HEIGHTS

Second, there is material that can reflect
an editorial view. This includes: news from the
outside world bearing on the social and legal
status of inmates and ex-inmates, accompanied
by appropriate comment; original essays, short
stories, and poetry; editorials. The writing is done
by inmates but expresses the official view of the
functions of the institution, the staff's theory
of human nature, an idealized version of inmatestaff relationships, and the stance an ideal conin short, it presents the
vict ought to take
institutional line."
Contrary to what is perhaps a growing body
of belief, the above is not a quotation from the
new HEIGHTS constitution. Rather, is is found
in Erving Goffman's famous book about the characteristics of "total institutions", ASYLUMS.
Yet make no mistake, there is chilling simi?

ministrator has given up direct censorship as a
workable policy of control.
Rather, we refer to the pragmatic situation
of every "ceremony" in this institution. BC (the
Trustees and administrators with the money) are
in ultimate control of the finances, facilities and
legal structures of every organization on campus.
This is obvious in the student government
EPC silliness which has bathed the campus
for three weeks. The student government is
reaching for authority to enhance the myth of
real "student power". Whether it achieves this
(questionable) authority or not, the institution
will proceed much as before. Both sides should
know it.
The same is true of this newspaper. To be an
existing publication, we need money and, at least,
official tolerance. This is hard fact. If we run
out of money
and we are
The HEIGHTS
stops.
Our effectiveness, and real student power, lies'
reaching the people with the money
in dialog
and the power: Not what they will let us have,
but what we' can make them see.
Yet dialog can break down too easily between the student publication (the "inmates")',
and the control community (the "staff"). If The
HEIGHTS really becomes the institutional organ
described by Goffman, then there is no dialog,
only administrative echo.
On the other hand, if we speak from a position of assumed and stereotype alienation, we
end up speaking only to ourselves. The alienation is really there, but there must be constructive efforts to end it
The HEIGHTS is perhaps moving from one
negative pole too close to another, But the effort is being made. Stick with us; better yet,
come down and write
The maintenance of a real identity with a
commitment to dialog is a delicate ballance.
R.S.
?

Director of

?

?

Campus

Planning

coOfut ontext

conidvtaSls disorder

?

related to the shrews and hedgehog, having minute eyes, concealed ears, and soft fur, living
on earthworms."
Built up over the decades by the perservering
Out into the sticks he went and found a
labor of the beavers, the dam became a center
holy mole who burrows his time away and on
of material and ideological commerce. Young anithe side taught the young critters the laws of
mals came from all around to this dam to learn nature. The holy mole proved perfect for the
task. He burrowed and piled up, drew mud
the secrets of beaver wisdom.
drawings, supervised the beaver builders and
One day, a young eager beaver came to the kept himself out of the way in his mole-hole.
dam and decided that the dam needed leaderThe time came for the dedication of a new
ship. He quickly rose in the beaver ranks to the
dam. Suddenly, the beavers and all the little
post of beaver leader. He promenaded over the
critters were up in arms. Cries of "poor taste,"
stick-and-mud-piles in his rich black coat super"unaesthetic," "barbaric," and "ugly" shook the
vising the daily life of the dams. Because he
revered timbers of the ancient dams. Critters
was a wise and visionary beaver, he saw the
sent in nasty notes, their own dam drawings and
need for expanded dam facilities. Eager beaver
formed ad hoc committees.
was a busy critter and just couldn't spare the
The mole was aloof from the fracas and
time to draw dam plans in the mud for the
beaver builders to follow. Eager beaver began maintained that the new dam fulfilled its functo search for a not-to-eager beaver to draw dam tion as it should and was a nice addition to the
plans in the mud and supervise the construction mud-brown lake. The holy mole insisted that more
of the dams themselves
beautiful dams could be constructed if more of
Searching for a not-so-eager beaver was diffi- the beaver boosters would donate more subcult, since most of the beavers were not only
stantial sticks and mud bricks to the beaver
uneager but couldn't draw dam plans in the
mud. So, Eager Beaver looked in the Beaver Book establishment. The problem, he said, was that
of Blessed Beatitudes (Webster's) and sought out no one gave a d;im.
the right type for the job. He read with glee:
"MOLE: a small burrowing mouse-like mammal
J.D.G.
Once upon a time, there was a large and

I am writing because I am concerned about the recent change
in draft regulations in regard to
the Vietnamese war and about the
war itself.
Upon reading the three documents lifting deferments from the
draft (N. Y. Times Feb. 27, p. 10),
I have a few speculations I would
like to put in the form of questions, since they are questions
which I believe each and all of us
will have to answer to our satisfaction in order to live with ourselves, or perhaps to Live.
The documents are the draft
memorandum for the National Security Council, the Council memorandum for the Director of Selective Service, and the Hershey
telegram to all State Directors of
Selective Service.

larity for Boston College and The HEIGHTS. BC
is, without question, a "total institution". There
are real restrictions on just how and what the
"inmates" can say, do, or write. We are not talking about censorship ? even the stupidest ad-

REV. JAMES I. DEVLIN, SJ

pVosperous beaver dam on a well-known river.

To the Editor:

To the Editor:
Upon reading the summary of
the report by the President's Commission on Civil Disorders, one is
impressed by its thoroughness and
honesty. Social economic, and political conditions are explored in
depth, and several major programs
of reform are delineated. Its indictment of the white race is scathing,
and the fact that the report was
released by a committee composed
largely of representatives of white,
middle class America leads credence to its findings and recommendations.

The committee paints a grim
of America's future if current practices and policies are not
reversed. It promises further separation of this country's major racial communities. As an alternative to this, the report calls for
massive dedication from all Ameri.cans, but especially white Americans, to constructive platforms of
racial equality, including money
for housing, education, jobs, etc
picture

The recommendations of the
Commission stand in distinct contrast to the trends now developing
in many cities. That is, increased
emphasis by white urban leaders
on meeting force with force. White
city dwellers seem justifiably convinced that riots might indeed occur in their particular cities, and
they are more concerned with suppressing the violence itself, than
with confronting the many and
complex causes of such strife.
These attitudes are embodied by
the appearance of armed citizen
groups and high powered police
weaponry, thing which one more
expects to find in Vietnam than
in Chicago or Miami. Such action
and reaction seem almost inevitable.
It is necessary, once again, to
call for that ever-sought virtuepatience. It is fashionable for
whites to request that Negroes
summon this quality while we
work out our problems together
peacefully. This is warranted, for
surely, America needs time, and
we must once more ask the black
community to hold out a little
longer.

But might not this same virtue
be demanded of us whites? Negroes have waited, for over three
centuries, so if black ghettos do
erupt, shouldn't we too be patient?
If white leaders can say "Please
hang on.it all takes time,"
shouldn't we listen when radical
Negro spokesmen, but more importantly, the infinitely frustrated

To the Editor:
A letter was si
what I believe was
youth
patient
say, "You be
Negro
duct of the war in
while we try a new tack?"
one wonders wheth
If total separation is not inevi- rick criticized Fr. I
table, then we must work toward Mr. Millerick and/i
ality).
its opposite. This requires stagFr. Drinan stati
gering amounts of work and
money. It also requires time. Any what ultimate justi
great challenge which needs time of the United Stat<
necessarily demands patience. This America's record in
must be manifested by both blacks people have agreed
Recognizing th;
and whites.
and sanctity of the
We hope that Negroes will wait purpose may not 1
while we slowly move into action, Fr. Drinan points t
and we must understand when of war in at least
some Negro communities lash out
Mr. Millerick cl
in what is not unprovoked action. a "change of tone"
said that "it is th«
Obviously both groups falter.
effort to strength!
Some Negroes say the time for
agreements designe
patience is over, and whites are
Vatican II stat<
now reacting impatiently to this. the time when all
Such trends must not continue. If
tional consent."
this country is worth saving, then
Finally. Mr. M
waiting
it is also worth
for.
outright "distortion
should "praise tho;
Sincerely,
vindication of thei
Mark Lance
"providing that this
of others or of th
Fr. Drinan initial
Heights copy
tortion."
He was attemp
now
straint in the use
to determine whet
3 P.M.
others.
It would be inti
the rights of the
Thursday
their lives without

<

due

'

To the Editor:
Last week when I first read Jim O'Reilly's
editorial "Time to Take a Chance" I was both
annoyed and disturbed. As I read it several times
it hurt me more to see its emphasis, its partial
incoherency, its narrow placement of blame, and
its need of more foresight and understanding.
Let me explain.
The scholarship money committed by Fr.
Walsh has initiated a program, academic and
educational in nature, which could have ramifications for future admissions and academic policy. Such a program has no precedent either in
this university or in most universities in this
country.
Given these facts I saw your point that we
may now take a chance on Negro athletes to be
inappropriate as the first editorial on the subject. The error of this impropriety seemed to
be compounded by other aspects of this editorial.
The first two paragraphs seemed to shift
incoherently between a concern for the total
student body and a concern for scholarship athletes. O'Reilley's intention finds implied expression in the rest of the editorial. Why does he

mix his intention
The editorial strikes out against admissions

litted to The Heights by a Mr. Millerick in
reply to Fr. Drinan's statement on the conitnam. After surmising Mr. Millerick's retort,

he read Fr. Dinnan's letter at all. Mr. Millen for quoting out of context. I suggest that
his letter was (and is) out of context (re-

.. .

r

"There is nothing said here about
tion, if any, may exist for the participation
a the war in Vietnam. I speak
only of
noring the minimal constraints that civilized
on as necessary in the waging of war."
"everyone who subscribes to the necessity
le of law will agree that a moral and legal
carried out by immoral and illegal means."
le fact that "America has violated the rules
iozen areas where they are applicable."
led that part of Fr. Drinan's comments was
>m that of his source, Vatican n. Fr. Drinan
to make every
ear duty of Christians
then existing international conventions or
;o restrain the frightfulness of war."
hat "it is our clear duty ... to work for
irs can be completely outlawed by interna-

...

3ck argues that Fr. Drinan committed an
y omission." Fr. Drinan asserted that we
who renounce the use of violence in the
ights." Omitted was the additional clause,
.done without injuring the rights and duties
wmmunity itself." This in no way qualifies
m nor was it in any way attempt at "dis-

;, I believe, to emphasize prudence and rerviolence. It is an entirely different matter
r non-violence might injure the rights of
rting also if Mr. Millerick considered whether
tnamese might include the freedom to live
le present
cruel hardships of war.
Kevin Chamberlin

.

Oi"OP'Raerintliysl ncoherence"

financial aids. Offices, saying that they "have
ne the onus for this (racial) inbalance." It
!es the burden too simply and too narrowly.

!ails to give full consideration to the actual
ruitment policy (athletic and otherwise) and
eedure, to the present image of BC as a
holic school (an image which implies that only
holies attend), to the image of BC as a white
jol, and the difficulties involved in correcting
se images, and in overcoming the ill effects
to them. If O'Reilley understood these points,
I tone and perhaps the content of the edial would have been different.
He and I and the rest of the student body
foresight and understanding to impleit the intentions of the policy statement on
|ro recruitment issued by the president. We
& to gain an understanding of BC's past, its
cies, its programs, its images, its achievcits and its deficiencies.
Through this understanding we will compred the present position, direction, and needs
he university. Achieving this comprehension,
will hopefully have the foresight.to fully satthese needs, among them the benefits of a
ider student body achieved by an enlightened
lissions procedure
Charles Hauck lA&S '69)

I need

Insofar as I can judge the intent of the draft regulation
changes, they seem to be based
upon the following:
1) Those who drew up the documents seem to be trying to be fair,
to make the draft more democratic
than it has in recent years turned out to be. Words and phrases
like "unfair," "patently unjust,"
"inherent inequity" turn up again
and again in all three documents.
For example, part of the draft
memorandum for the NBC reads: i
"As the Marshall Commission
found, student deferments may often be pyramided into exemption
from military service. This is unfair to the thousands of other
young men who lack the social
and economic advantages to pursue graduate study.
In a time of armed conflict, it
is patently unjust. The injustice
would be compounded by allowing
some areas of graduate study and
not others to qualify for a preferred status 6f deferments." Again,
in the Council memorandum for
the Selective Service Director, one
of the reasons given for the suspension of deferments formerly
based on lists of essential activities
and critical occupations is: "The
inherent inequity, at a time when
men are called upon the risk their
lives for the nation, in any such
occupational deferments from military service which may in practice turn into permanent exemptions."
It is indeed true that the Selective Service Act as amended by
Congress through the years has
become in effect a kind of class
legislation, inasmuch as if you're
poor, white or black, you're much
more likely to end up drafted than
if you or your family could scrape
up the money to send you through
college and graduate school. The
rich and well-born are not necessarly the able and there have been
abuses; to this extent the writers
of the memoranda seem to me
to have tried to make the Act more
democratic.
But what sort of democracy is
it? Napoleon's soldiers were ostensibly spreading the ideals of the
French Revolution
through-out
Europe; they had plenty of equality and fraternity, but not so much
liberty. And in the Napoleonic
wars the flower of French manhood was killed off, regardless of
their educational or economic

status.
There is also a reasonable doubt
as to whether the new change in
draft regulations really will bring
about a more democratic situation.
Those of us who saw PBL last Sunday night, and watched Edward
Morgan interview Senator Ted
Kennedy and Kingman Brewster
Jr. of Vale, had a chance to hear
this subject brought up. Senator
Kennedy remarked that under the
new advisory telegram, Lewis Hershey had thrown back all the decisions as to who was to be drafted
to the local boards, eliminating all
uniform national standards except
for medical, dental, and allied medical specialties.
He added that the new system,
which leaves almost everything up
to the local boards, may very well
favor the rich and produce more
inequity than the old system, not
less.

..

According to Richard H. Stewart
(Washington Bureau of Boston
Globe, Feb. 17, p. 3), 'This allows
local draft boards, for example, to
defer anybody from a doctor to

an auto mechanic if the board decides it is in the community's interest."

By leaving everything to be decided by draft boards on the basis
of local needs, the Hershey telegram seems to give the local Selective Service boards local option. Doesn't this run the danger
of favoritism within a given neigh-

borhood? And since the draft
board is to use its discretion in individual cases, mightn't the Selective Service System risk becoming
selective in the wrong way?

In the same news account Senator Ted Kennedy was quoted as
saying that "the directive allowing
local boards to decide occupational
deferments means that 'now there
are 4088 separate sets of rules'."
(the number
of draft boards
throughout the country).
Personally I think that in the
absence of uniform standards
men of draft age are now left to
the prejudices of their local neighborhoods as reflected in their
draft boards, whose members are
after all only human, even as you
and I are.
It is true that General Hershey
promised to forward to the state
Selective Service directors the full
text of the memorandum of advice
from the National Security Council, which states among other
things that "the Secretaries of Defense, Labor, Commerce, and
Health, Education and Welfare will
maintain a continuing surveillance
over the nation's manpower and
educational needs to identify any
area of graduate study that may
warrant qualifying for deferment
in the national interest. When any
such field is so identified, the
council will be notified so that it
may consider the need and advise
the director of the Selective Service System accordingly." (N. Y.
Times, loc. cit.)
But this seems to add possible
checks to a practically across-theboard suspension of deferments
almost as an afterthought. In practice couldn't this easily produce a
situation in which the barn door
was locked only after the horse
is stolen? Isn't it true that we
never miss the water until the
well runs dry?
The United States Constitution
is considerably better on this
problem; its checks and balances
of the legislative, executive, and
judiciary branches of the federal
government are built into the
document, not added afterward;
what was added afterward, and

In effect, it does not appear that
even deferments for medical, dental and allied medical specialties
are now absolute, for according to
General Hershey's telegram, ".
the lists of essential activities and
critical occupations are suspendwas required as a political necesed, leaving each local board with sity
for ratification of the Condiscretion to grant, in individual
the limitation of
cases, occupational deferments stitution, was
power of the federal government
based on a showing of essential
as defined in the Bill of Rights.
needs." (N.Y. Times, loc. cit.)
Isn't it possible, then that takr

ing the United States Constitution

as a model, what is needed is another look at our Selective Serv-

quire that this long standing practice be maintained." (Times, loc
cit.)

To the best of my understandthis means that the eldest
will be called first, as they have
been up to now, although the
practice has varied considerably
depending upon what local board
you appear before.
This affects high school and
terest," and then toward the end elementary school teachers, formof the memoranda and telegram, erly often not drafted, and for
"in the national interest," "in the whom there is a definite need in
the community because if they go,
interest of the nation."
who
is going to teach our children?
Is it in the national health, safeHershey's directive stands and
ty, and interest to lift the ban If
the sequence in filling calls does
on deferment of everybody except
remain unchanged, if you are up
college students not graduating to 28 and have had
a 2S somethis June, graduate students en- where
along the line, you are elitering their third year this Sepgible for the prime age group, if
tember, and doctors, dentists, and
President Johnson decrees one.
medical arts people?
Technically you are redefined as
Fred M. Hechinger, N.Y. Times being of a younger age. Somebody
education editor, writes (loc. eft): may be 27, but
legally you can be
"The academic world criticized this redefined as if you were 18. In
approach.
University presidents effect you
are 18 years old once
warned that such a differentiation more.
between essential and allegedly
4)Of the three men who drew
luxury disciplines would create a
the
draft memorandum for the
serious rift on the campuses and
Security Council, two
in the country. More important, National
resignations:
they said, it would dry up the have tendered their
John
W.
Secretary
Gardner,.
of
supply of teachers in the humanities and social sciences, and hurt Health, Education and Welfare, and
such vital areas as social work in A. B. Trowbridge, Secretary of
the slums and social and economic Commerce. Whatever they are,
their reasons are their own busiplanning for urban renewal."
ness, but what are we to make of
Why are we fighting the war
the fact that they have resigned?
anyway? If we're trying to bring
5) The National Security Counabout a better life for people
abroad, is that goal forwarded by cil consists of Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Robert S. McNamara,
undercutting the same goal at
home when we're in the midst of who has tendered his resignation
as Secretary of Defense; Price
a domestic crisis situation?
Daniel, Director of the Office of
What effect is this likely to have
Emergency Planning; Henry W.
Negro
unemployed
teenager
on an
Fowler, Secretary of the Treasury;
in Roxbury or Watts? What about and Leonard H.
Marks, Director of
a decent respect for the opinion
the United States Information
of mankind? What will be the efAgency. Is this the ideal outfit to
fect on other nations' opinion of pass
on the educational requireus? On our opinion of ourselves?
ments of the United States?
The Council memorandum to
6) Some of the language in the
the Director of Selective Service
Council Memorandum bothers me,
gives as a reason for recommending suspension of deferments for example, the phrase "the nabased on lists of essential activi- tion's manpower needs." Statism
ties and critical occupations the is certainly a danger in a modem
industralized nation, and I am
following: "The needs of the armed forces do not now require such against statism. What about the
occupational deferments. The needs indvidual's right to continuity of
of the civilian economy do not education? To continuity of jobs?
7) Short of the question of denow require such occupational deferments." (Times, loc. cit.)
fense against invasion, just how
Later it gives as the reason for immediate is the national danger?
not deferring graduate students, in
B)lsn't there a question of whethaddition to the unfairness and iner
modern technological
equities of the present draft laws,
the following consideration: "The is morally defensible on any
absence of a significant military grounds? (I am excluding use of
manpower need served by gradu- nuclear weapons.)
ate school deferments in contrast
9) In the Nuremberg Tribunal
both to (1) undergraduate deferments, which produce a substantial we were on record as recognizing
supply of military officers, and that
a command from a superior
(2) graduate school deferment for
officer does not free anyone from
doctors, dentists, and allied medical specialists, many of whom moral responsibility for an indilater serve as medical officers in vidual act.
the armed forces under the doctor
There were four indictments at
draft law."
Nuremberg: 1) Conspiracy, for
What is being expressed here? which every Nazi Party
member
It sounds as if university deferment is not considered important could be indicted, and potentially.
except insofar as it trains people I believe, the whole German peoin skills required by the armed ple, although actually only a few
forces. Aren't military needs be- well-known Nazis were brought
to
ing put ahead of the civilian (both
trial; II) Waging an aggressive war;
blacks and whites are civilians)?
III)
War crimes, which ment
What is the role or mission of
shooting
of soldiers, including
university?
a
Is it to provide prejob training for men who are drum-head courts; IV) Crimes
eventually going to become memagainst humanity, which meant the
bers of the army, navy, air force, killing of civilian
populations (we
and marines?
did this too at Hamburg and Dres3) Hershey's telegram
to all State den, but we won.)
Selective Serviice directors states
What are we going to do about
that "The sequence of selection
in filling calls will remain un- all this?
changed. A change in the order
John H. Randall, 111
of call is not justified at this time.
Department of English
Fairness and equity to all men in
Boston College
the eligible age groups, as well
as the interest of the nation re
26 February 1968

ice System? Hasn't its five-year,
fifty-thousand mile guarantee run
out, and mightn't it be in need
of an overhaul?
2) In the frat memoranda and
the Hershey telegram, there appear frequently the words "in the
national health, safety, and in-

ing,

warti\?

.

Pacesetter:

DbH
ICKy AMILTON
Supplement Editor
Posters advertising the James
Cotton Blues Band and the Procol
Harum adorn the Carney office of
the Russian and East European
Center which serves as the home
base of Dr. Raymond T. McNally,
history profesor and director of
the Center.
Dr. McNally is an activist. He is

not Howard Zinn nor is he Noam
Chomsky nor is he Murray Levin.
He is a thinking man who acts
upon his thought. He is an activist.
When the military coup took
place in Greece last April, Dr.
McNally helped organize the Boston Council For Greek Freedom,
which was a significant enough
lobbying force to help restrain
government support of the junta.
When Dr. McNally no longer
could tolerate U.S. policy in Vietnam, he joined a group of Boston
faculty who conduct anti-war activities such as teach-ins and offer
aid to students resisting the draft.
When Dr. McNally thought he
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EPC...

ao'Prntfai ctivist'
a
could better stimulate his class to
think by unusual techniques, he
lectured on the French Revolution
with slides and tapes by Procol
Harum, Beethoven, and Liszt.
This interesting and exciting
member of our faculty began his
academic career at Fordham University where he majored in history and modern language. Dr.
McNally spent his junior year at
the University of Paris where he
intensified his interest in Russian
language and history.
In 1956 he received his doctorate
in Russian Studies from the Free
University of Berlin.
In 1958 he joined the faculty at
BC, also accepting a post with the
Russian Research Center at Harvard. Dr. McNally has published
considerably in academic journals
and his book, The Major Works of
Peter Chaadayev, has recently been
accepted for publication.
As a teacher of history, Dr.
McNally sees his purpose as one of
learning how to free oneself of the
"intellectual baggage"
of past

(Continued from Page 1)

?Photo by Peter Nolan

DR. McNALLY

Racil Commission...
(Continued

from Page

1)

ly a faculty committee."
Armstrong continued: "We
challenge this; it is an educational policy committee, de-»
termining educational policy
for the entire academic community. Students are a part of
that community."
All three students interviewed felt optimistic about the
upcoming committee vote on
March 19. Armstrong phrased
it this way, "The EPC was presented with the best possible
case the student government
could prepare. If the committee members, after careful
consideration, can get by this
fear of student irresponsibility,
there will be student representation on the EPC."
In the School of Education,
students already have voting
representation on their EPC.
Bill Wisneski and a member
of Ed. School EPC, stated after
the A&S EPC meeting: "It is
ironic that the School of Education, viewed as second-class
citizenry by so many in A&S,
is leading the way in student

first time whites have said:
'We're racists.' Now's the time
to seek common truth."
Most of the dissatisfaction
over the report came from the
and guardsmen as responsible whites, from the radical camp
for most of the actual violence, by such as Mungo and from
was less enthusiastic about the the conservative ranks by such
value of the report.
as Rep. F. Edward Herbert (D.representation."
He was disappointed that the Louisiana).
committee "chose to take a
stance of moral blame rather
than one of concrete, programoriented solutions. The conditions responsible for the riots
are pretty obvious, what is
By WIL M
AM EEHAN
sioned with "the way the fields of
needed is concrete, economic
News Staff
art and music are being ripped out
programs, not endless condemAn audio-visual program called
of their proper orientation to God."
nations of white racism."
"The Winds Thy Messengers" was
"In the liturgical art of these sciAmong the Negro popula- presented to a predominantly cleence students he finds proof that
tion at large the reaction was rical audience in Champion audi"when worship is taken seriously
generally more appreciative, torium Sun., March 3 as part of
it has an extrordinary evoking
power."
as they put a good deal of em- The Las Cruces Experiment.
70), although, acknowledging the report's accuracy in some areas
such as discerning the police

Al Martin (A&S

LasCucperotgmiblawnmdrhliturgy

...

phasis on the nearly unprece-

dented honesty of the commit-

tee's observations.
Floyd McKissick, head of
C.0.R.E., remarked that "We're
on our way toward reaching
the moment of truth. It's the

BCTswDtuidoen anforths

?

eras, since "the less one understands about the past the more he
is controlled by it.
"The important thing to learn
from history is that nothing can
be learned from it, that is, that its
answers are viable only in a past

historical context."
This kind of an approach to history apparently is an effective way
of reaching the student, as most
of Dr. McNally's students consider
their classes with him to be meaningful experiences.

It would seem that active, conscientious people such as Dr. McNally would provoke considerable
counter reaction, yet Dr. McNally
characterizes campus response to
his activities as mainly apathetic
that is, no response at all.
"There are one hundred faculty
?

Photo

by

Peter Nolan

members committed against the
war, and most of the others seem
not to be actively for or aginst it
but more-or-less uncommitted," he
aserts.
Committment seems to be the
key to Dr. McNally's outlook, which
perhaps has a bit of a Dostoevskian flavor in it. Yet he does not
have any of the coldness of the
stereotyped radical, as the numerous Peanuts posters of his outer
office would indicate.
Even more surprising, he likes
BC and he enjoys teaching. If
there were no Vietnam War, no
Greek junta, no idiocy or injustice
in the world, then Dr. McNally
would probably be quite content
to lead the ordinary quiet life of a
college history professor. But Dr.
McNally is an activist.

Anyone interested in joining the new Heights
features magazine to do featury type things

should come to McElroy 102 Wednesday at 5
P.M.

Father Leonard Mahoney,
the coordinator for graduate
aid at Boston College, received
word on March 5 that two BC
students had been awarded
graduate fellowships by the
Danforth Foundation of St.
Louis.
Luke Szpakowski and Richard Sawaya, were the two recipients.
The Danforth Foundation
announces one hundred recipients annually

The program depicted, on slides
and tape, the spring liturgy of the
students at St. Albert the Great
Newman centei at New Mexico
State University. It was narrated
by Fr. Blase Schauer, 0.P., the
chaplain of the Newman center.
The idea behind the New Mexico
experiment is to enliven worship
by intensive preparation for and
participation in the liturgy. To
this end the students have, since
1960, built their own chapel and
are continually adorning it in motifs proper to the biblical and liturgical season. This presentation
showed, among other things, the
liturgical use of tumbleweed.
The students also bring to the
liturgy representations of significant ideas and social issues. Among
those represented in this performance were marijuana, liquor and
the Mafia.
Fr. Schauer finds it quite significant that none of the students
involved is an arts student and
that most of them are science
majors He is personally disillu-

SIRJDDO
ANYTHING
W IMPROVE

MVGRADES.'
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a"CnuGrsdeodie!"
ByMichaL
el ynoff

On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, March 7, 8, and 9, the BC Dramatic Society presented
Archibald MacLeish's J.B. The DS has long sice proved its competence in the genre of comedy,
and especially musical comedy.
It's claim on straight drama transformed that excuse for a them, especially by a Calvinistic
credimoralist preacher, in whom he had
up to this production may have stage into a circus ring
rightly been disputed. After ble even to those who have acted put his greatest trust. Gradually
he losess this total trust in the unviewing the presentation of on it..
J.B. is MacLeish's modern adapreasonable God, and places it in8.,
J. however, there can be lit- tation of the Book of Job. J.8., a stead in himself. The play ends
tle doubt in anyone's mind successful businessman, is deprived
after his" reunion with his wife
that the BC D.S. has produced of his wife, his children, home Sara, when they light a single
a Pulitzer Prize-wining play and business solely to test his candle to describe their individuality to each other and to the world.
faithfulness In God. J.B. is finally
(1959) with the poise, prehis last
sence, and sheer acting ability striped of all he has
Borrelli plays J.B. as few people
to rank with any professional child, his busines, and his wife, his age could. His voice, his face,
who leaves him, demanding a his every gesture display his comcompany.
?

?

James Borrelli, as J.8., with the

support of a well-balanced, welldirected cast, put forth the best
performance I have yet seen in a
dramatic role on the BC stage. Deof
spite the brutal obviosity
Champion Auditorium's inadequacy, Dan Field's design coupled
with Guy Abbate's stage direction

"Curse God.
and die!" Through his entire ordeal

filial act of defiance,

however, he retains his ability to
say The Lord giveth and the Lord
taketh away. Blesed be the name
of the Lorld."
When approached by the three
comforters sent by God, he is horrified rather than comforted by

?Photo by Peter Nolan
Sara, her husband stricken, her children now all dead, stops before
cursing J.B. and leaving him to die.

plete control of the character of
the succesful, stricken, and risen
J.B. He holds sway, not only over
his own character, but over every
person in the house. He brings you
to the edge of your chair, and
keeps you thre, even after he has
left the stage.
Elena Latici, in her role as Sara,
lacked only that emotional maturity that comes with age to match
the performance of her partner.
She excelled, however, in the scene
where J.B. is stricken, and she
leaves him, holding the audience
spellbound with her anguish over
her loss over her last child, and
denunciation over his spinelessness.
In a scene which could easily have
degenerated into a shouting match,
she held her own in her accusation of her husband.
Congratulations are in order for
Greg Elliott, for bis realistic portrayal of Nickles. His complex
character of actor-vendor-Satan
was always properly delineated
and well played. For on his head

byDIBELARDINO
PHIL

Believe it or not, history was made in, of all places, Campion Auditorium
Friday, Mar. 1. The now legendary Class of 1968 won every technical and acting
award in the largest sweep in skits history.
The Senior Skit Where Is The Tribe For Us was written and presented with
the most sophistication of any student production since the skits began in 1957.
It represents a personal triumph for its creators: Alan Borsari as Asst. Director,
Susan O'Neill as Director, and especially Kenneth Lonergan as Chairman: the same
team responsible for the class's last three wins.
Leading the awards was three-time thespian champion Alan Borsari. Mr.
Borsari's parts seem to get smaller and his offect on audiences ever greater.
Elain Nelson triumphed as Best Actress in her professional execution of
the serious minded college graduate, Rosie, who sings the show stopping song,
"Where Is The Tribe For Me".
The single most unforgettable moment of the night was the second act's
opening. The causes were Michele Perotta's breath-taking sets which dazzled a
defenseless audience; Kerrie Moynihan's colorful and original costumes; Michele
Lentine's exciting and precise choreography and Miss Meuse's imaginative African
makeup on no less than 17 natives.
Bernard Henri was excellent as the affected Chief as was Thomas Lynch who
maintained a perfect Maxwell Smart accent throughout the skit. Of course the
Skits' personality, Kenneth Lonergan, once again made a miniscule role a memorable one, especially in his rubber-band dance solo and an appealing song with
Miss Nelson: "Words Are the Key", tunefully composed by melodic veteran
Jimmy

Callahan.

rested

the responsibility for interpretation and continuity. He

filled both of these roles admira-

bly.
Stephen James' presentation of
Zuss, Nickles' opposite, was also
admirable, though his paucity of
gestures plagued him throughout.
Much can be expected from this
promising freshman, in his first
major role on the BC stage.
Richard Bruno, in a most de-

manding secondary role as the
Second Messenger, displays proper
voice control, posture and expres-

sion, but his characterization never
concretizes into a performance
worth of his ability.
In discussing Bruno's portrayal,
it is necessary to note that he was
overshadowed and shouted down
by an overacting John Gallagher,
whose First Messenger was much
too melodramatic to compete with

the performance of those opposite
him.

William Drohan's Eliphaz

was

superb. His portrayal of the logical,

Weston", scientistic philosopher, showed great discipline and
poise. James Logaris Zophar show"Dr.

ed flashes of excellence, in his intensity and "preacher's" style. But
he showed lack of precision and
definition of character. Louis
Fuoco's Bilidad also suffered from
lack of definition, both visual and
vocal, and this carried to our
understanding of his philosophy
and confused our grasp of his relevance to the rest of the play.
The play leaves one emotionally
drawn, and inipresed by the whole
production. Dr. Marcoux and his
cast are to be congratulated for
a fine presentation.

reviwsDBEladnoSkt:seir weep

The Senior sweep, however, did not diminish the obvious high quality of their
close competitors, the Junior and Sophomore Classes.
Ann Marie Hughes whose timing enhances any script, was dynamic as Maid
Marion: part Marilyn Monroe, part Mac West and always funny. Joanne Vernacchio's nagging mother was one of the high points of the evening. Miss Vemacchio is a newcomer to the BC stage and a ball of dynamite.
Bob Dolan's direction was laudable especially in his Douglas Fairbanks interpretation of Robin Hood.
This year's Sophomore Skit was an amusing "Whodunit"? The likeable script
was further appreciated through its capable female leads.
Former Best Actress Winner Teri Stankard easily mastered the melodra-matic yet satiric character of the "Grieving widow."
Mary Ann King was in a word "adorable." Miss King's fine singing ability
survived a detestable number called "Servants." Miss Kink also choreographed,
with something less than dancers an interesting Charleston and the strong catchy
finale, "Money."
Then we have the Freshmen, I wish we didn't have them, but we did. All
kidding aside, their insant study in disorder, "Man of La Mola", was saved from
oblivion, so often a disease of Freshmen Skits, by the performances of Miss Jackie
Beachwell and the demented Sue Gregory.
The male lead, Len Cawley, when not annoying the audience with Aerosal
Can Spray, shows potential for actual acting talent.
The only drawback to the Skits and the awards is that a class may perform
admirably and yet have no award to show for their efforts.
However the whole point this Education evening is the fun had on both sides
of the footlights. For class spirit, and mass exposure of possible talent, the Skits

are unequalled.
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Before an Eastern television audience and a hostile Worcester crowd, the BC basketball
team capped its 17-7 season with a 90-87 victory at Holy Cross on March 2.
The BC five jumped off to a
commanding early lead, and
were ahead by A fifteen-point
margin early hrlhe first half.
Terry Driscoll dominated both

boards and neutralized Crusader high-scorer Keith Hochstein.
Hochstein was nearly ineffectual throughout, but Ed
Siudut, the second fastest gun
in Worcester, ended with 22

B':: >»l

flfl

I H

after a hot

ance.

corner perform-

The Eagles' Bob Dukiet amazed
the audience, and the St. Bonaventurc scouts, with a 28-point game.
Dukiet seemed to need only the
ball to ensure a BC score; outside
set shots and jumpers swished
from all angles for the 64" soph.
When Driscoll picked up personal foul number four late in the
first half, Coach Bob Cousy was
forced to alter his strategy to a
second half zone defense.
Nobody expected the Crusaders
to roll over and play dead, especially with Jack Donohue gunning for
an NIT bid for his 15-7 ball club.
They came alive against the zone
in the second half, and simply
bombed the hapless Eagles into a
three-point deficit.
Jim Mjrray and Al

Stazinski are

not considered the best HC shooters. But those two and Siudut,
hitting from everywhere but the
Mass. Pike, destroyed the BC zone.,
with accurate outside gunning.
Murray and Stazinski had 21
points each.
Driscoll loosened up in the second half, and came through in the

SI fl BF Mi
»

..
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He:

they're
Hortense
playing our song!

She:

Yes, Edgar, it brings
back those wonderful
days when we first met
in the lobby of the
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel
seven years ago.
Seven wonderful years

He:

.. ..

and every college

vacation since then
we've been coming back
to New York and the
Sheraton-Atlantic.
For Thanksgiving,

She:

Christmas, Mid-years,
Spring vacations .'.. .

And the SheratonAtlantic has such convenience to theatres,
museums, libraries,
Lincoln Center, Fifth
Avenue shops, and with
such swinging restaurants right in the Hotel
and dancing nightly and
such low prices ... no
wonder we students always make out best at

He:

the Sheraton-Atlantic.
You were always such a
romantic, darling.

STUDENT-FACULTY RATES*~
Single

Twin
Triple
Quad

.......

$8.00 per person

6.00 per person
4.50 per person
4.00 per person

For reservations contact your
Sheraton Student Representative or in Boston dial (617) HU
2-2004 for immediateconfirmation of student rates.
*Student-Faculty rates apply weekends and school vacation periods,
subject to availability. (Not offered
March 17-18, 1967.)

SHERATON
-ATLANTIC
HOTEL

Broadway and 34th St.,
N. V., N.Y. 10001 (212) PE 6-5700
Ralph Hitz Jr., Y. P. & Gen. Mgr.

game's final moments to insure
the Eagles' victory. The credit for
the win went mostly to the soph

BE
WjjjjjL
"Individuality is an
integral element in the
life of a Paulist."
So wrote Isaac Hecker, the
founder of the first Paulist
Community in 1858a Then he
added, "The individuality of
mancannot be too great when
he is guided by the spirit of

God."
His aim was to create an order
of priests whowouldbeableto
meet the needs of all God's
people, as they arise in each
era, in each age.
Today, over 100years later, the
Paulistsremain trueto Father
Hecker's ideals. Paulists are
they are
individualists
themselves.Moreover,they are
men of today
and tomorrow. Modern menwho are free
of stifling formalism free to
develop their own innate talents and thus make their own
unique, and individual contributions.
If you are interested in making a greater contribution of
your own life as a priest, write
to thePaulists today for a special aptitude test designed to
help determine if you are of
priestly caliber.

Dukiet, however, for his downtown
shooting. Bill Evans also won acclaim for 6 clutch foul shots.

The BC frosh ended their year
with a 77-74 win in the game following the afternoon varsity contest. Beating the HC frosh both
at Roberts and at Worcester Auditorium makes the Eaglets literally

giant-killers.
They gave away several inches
in height to the tall (6-8, 6-8, 6-7,
6-7, 6-1) baby Crusaders, who had
been bested only by the phenomenal Providence frosh in their
other games.

wSkienrststeocur itle
Junior skier Bill Toof raced
down Tenney Mountain March 1 to
victory in the Lowell Tech Downhill, and insured both individual
and team honors for the leagueleading BC ski team.
Toof's 116.0-seconds mark, the
equivalent of a 50-mile-per-hour
speed, copped the season championship for himself in NEISC
Thompson Division competition.
The BC team title is now secure,
with one race run last Saturday
wrapping up the Eagles' title.
Senior captain Rick Fitzgerald
placed second in the Lowell contest, and third in the Saturday
afternoon Stonehill Giant Slalom
events.
The Stonehill event, a 30-gate
race at Tenney, placed Toof first
and four other BC skiers in the
top twenty. Roger Keroack was
seventh in the downhill and eighth
in the giant slalom, while soph Jim
Markusen was fifteenth and fourtcnth, respectively. Steve Vincent
placed sixteenth for the Eagles in
both races.
The Eagles went through the
year at the top of the New England Intercollegiate Ski Conference's Thompson Division. Their
sweeping lead (all but one race
won) should qualify them for membership next year in the NEISC
Osborne Division.
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Froshhockey: 10-9-1
ByMacNEIL
MIKE

Sports Staff

Coach Bernie Burkes freshman
six has now wrapped up another
season and though the Eaglets collected only a fair record of 10-9-1,
the oampaign was not without its
highlights.
displayed a potent
? The freshman
offense led by the production line
of Joe Keaveney at center with
Fred Willis and Mike Bucciero on
the wings. Willis picked up the
lop scoring laurels, after amassing
-3-

i

if she doesn't give it to you...
?get it yourself!
\u25a0&
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18 goals and 19 assists for a total
of 38 points, heading the team
which averaged 4.7 goals per game.
Keaveney (13-17-30) and Bucciero
(14-12-26) were also
among the
team leaders.
Coach "Snooks" Kelley can also
look forward to making good
use of the talents of Brockton's
Dom Callow (14-13-27) who has
shown that he knows how to put
the puck In the net.
Unfortunately, what BC possessed
in the way of offense it also lacked
in defense
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BonCaS,retl.triumph

B-btaelho,omcskteyin ourneys
fnMoBiexrsCta6
ByBLAKE
JIM
Sports Editor
The mighty Big Red of Cornell rolled to their second straight ECAC
championship at the hands of a game Boston College team, 6-3, Saturday
night at the Boston Garden. But the loss, although disappointing to the
Eagles, was one where they proved themselves worthy of a NCAA
Tournament bid.

They played well, extremely
well, for a period and kept the
contest fairly even until midway
through the game. With this fine
effort coupled with their runnerup
finish in the tourney, the Eagles
hope to begin play in the NCAA's
next Thursday in Duluth, Minnesota.
Before 9,385 Saturday, Paul
Schilling got BC untracked with
a beautiful goal at 5:00 of the
first period. "Schill" took a centering pass from Kevin Ahearn at
the faceoff circle to Ken Dryden's left and rammed home a
ten footer to the left corner of
the cage.
But Brian Cornell equalized matters for the Red three minutes
later and put his team ahead to
stay with his second goal of the
game at 4:51 of the second period.
Pete Tufford and Walt Stanowski
also countered midway through
the stanza to give Cornel a 4-1 advantage. Stanowski's score came on
a blistering 40-foot slapshot which
beat George McPhee to his left.
The Eagles picked up somewhat

PaEDcyrinsgkolnet,aloss
HAPPINESS, the banner read,
IS BC.
Sadness, the scoreboard read, is
BOSTON 93
ST. BONAVENTURE 102.
for the Bonnies
Happiness
is a trip to Raleigh.
?

?

?

ByJIMO'REILLY
Sports Editor
Sadness
for the Eagles
is
ager produced the only other pair
the season's end.
of size 22 sneakers in captivity.
This game, the NCAA tournaFor all his 265-pound size, Lanier
ment opener for both teams, dehad good agility. His soft jumper
lighted 5248 fans with an excellent from inside was unstoppable, and
offensive showing. St. Bona's had
his massive hands pulled in every
the defensive edge, however, with bound in sight on the Eagles' ofMighty Bob Lanier, 611", dom; fensive boards. Only his size kept
inating BC's boards most of the
the fans from carrying him off on
night.
their shoulders, as they did with
The game was full of surprises,
Kilbaugh and Satalin.
though. Tom Pacynski, the MichigBC played one of the finest
an 610" who has seen little action games of its season, but the Eagles
in three years here, made his last were up against a better five. Down
game his best. Pacynski had thirby eight at the half, they roared
teen points and five rebounds
out of the locker room and cut
v.hile playing most of the contest.
their deficit to one, 54-53. A Bob
The Bonaventure backcourt was
another surprise, at least for BC.
Billy Kilbaugh and Jim Satalin,
subjects of a Sporting News feature last week, ran with, around,
and through BC's vaunted duo
of Billy Evans and Jack Kvancz.
?

?

The Bonnies' lack of depth was
also an ironic surprise. With
Lanier out for a minute in the first
half, the Bonnies outscored BC 4-0.
Lanier, Butler, and Hayes played
with four fouls; none fouled out.
Bill Butler, the 65" captain of
the Bona five, surprised BC with
an unexpected 11 rebounds and
a tremendous 34-point offensive
showing. Butler had the key rebound, the key jump shot, the key
three-point play when the Brown
Indians needed them most.
Bob Lanier was no surprise
the scouting reports and statistics
had predicted nothing but trouble for the Eagles.
From the first BC jumper
an
Adelman shot, which Lanier stuffthrough five goaled into row 6
tending calls, to the grin on his
face as his fourtenth free throw
put the Bonnies over the century
mark
Lanier was tremendous.
There was one surprise, though;
when Lanier's left sneaker ripped
in the first half, the Bonnies' man-

Dukiet free throw, baskets by Driscol and Steve Adelman, and a goaltending call on Lanier (a Steve
Kelleher laypu) put the Eagles
within one of the go-ahead margin.
The Bonnies coach Larry Weise
called a time out. Whatever he
said was enough to wipe out
BC's lead; the Bonnie defense
outscored the Eagles 14-2 over
the next two-and-a-half minutes.
Pacynski and Dukiet were the
best of the generally cold Eagle
gunners. Pacynski hit 6-of-8 and
Dukiet, the only BC player to foul
out, hit 5-of-6.
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period.
The St. Lawrence offense led by
Gary Croteau, Don D'Angelo, and
Rick Smith hit for two quick goals
early in the period and for one
with about five minutes remain-

ing in regulation time to even the
score at 6-6. George McPhee, who
made 41 saves, saved the day for
the relling Eagles when he robbed
Cioteau with two minutes remaining to send the game into overtime and set the stage for Schilling's heroics.
On Friday, BC was extended to
two overtime periods before registering a pressure-packed 6-5 win
over Clarkson. Tim Sheehy was
the hero this time as he beat goaltender John Miller- from close in
at 2:55 of the second overtime
stanza.
The game see-sawed back and
forth up to that point with both
teams displaying slopplnes at
times. The score was knotted at
3-3 at the end of the first period
as Brian Dooling, Tom Deacon,
and Greg Lewis matched BC
goals by John Snyder, Tim
Sheehy, and Mike Flynn.
Kevin Ahearn gave the Eagles
a 4-3 lead with a fine solo effort
at 7:55 of the second period only
to see John McLennan tic it up
again at 18:19. Snyder, with his
second goal of the game, and Bob
Empie matched goals at similar
time in the third period to send
the game into overtime.
McPhee once again came up
with a fine effort as he registered
42 saves as opposed to Miller's 28
stops in the Clarkson nets. The
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CALLED FOR GOAL TENDING
is mighty Bob Lanier, stretched to
the top of his 6-11 frame to block
Tom Pacynski's jumper.

in the third period and returned
to the aggresive forechecking tactics which they displayed in the
first stanza. Tim Sheehy registered
his 27th goal of the season with a
five-foot flip into the upper right
corner of the nets at 5:00. But
Dick Bertrand and Dan Lodboa
efich countered midway through
the period to up the score to 6-2.
Mike Flynn, capitalizing on a
fine effort by Whitey Allen,
capped the game's scoring at
19:55 when he knocked In Allen's rebound.
The game was marked by tremendous skating and checking,
particularly in the early stages, as
well as by outstanding goaltending
on both sides. Ken Dryden came
up with 28 stops in the Cornell
MVP. BC's George McPhee, who
was brilliant throughout the tournament, made 27 saves and set a
tourney record by making
110
stops in three games.
To reach the finals, the Eagles
scored thrilling overtime victories
over St. Lawrence and Clarkson
on Tuesday and Friday nights respectively. Schilling was the hero
Tuesday at Canton when he poked
in a rebound at 2:05 of the first
overtime period to give the Eagles
7-6 victory over St. Lawrence.
BC seemed to have the contest all wrapped up at the end
of the second period when they
carried a 6-3 lead. Charlie Toczylowski with a three goal hat trick,
Tim Sheehy with two scores, and
Gordie Clarke with one built the
Eagles' lead only to see it wiped
out by the Larries in the third
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GOAL TENDING CALLED FOR
as a Cornell defenseman misses
the puck. Ken Dryden, in the nets, stopped BC's John Sullivan (3)
on the rebound.

Eagles

once again demonstrated

their ability to play well under
pressure, a talent which has marked their play throughout the season.

